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mixed light absorbing aerosols
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ABSTRACT
Aerosol refractive index (RI) is related to particle composition and density, is used in optical
spectroscopy studies to probe aerosol physiochemical properties during chemical reactions
and gas-particle partitioning, and is important in atmospheric physics. Indeed, aerosol radia-
tive forcing calculations require accurate descriptions of the real (n) and imaginary (k) RI
components and their dependence on wavelength, humidity and particle mixing state.
Using cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) and photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) to meas-
ure the extinction and absorption cross sections for mobility-selected aerosols is recognized
as a good approach to retrieving n and k accurately. However, little work has assessed rigor-
ously the sensitivity and accuracy of the retrieved values from this approach. This work
investigates RI retrievals from CRDS- and PAS-measured optical properties for mobility-
selected aerosols composed of ammonium sulfate (non-absorbing), nigrosin (strongly light
absorbing) or a mixture of these two species. Importantly, we assess the sensitivity in our RI
retrievals and then apply a Monte Carlo error propagation analysis to quantify the retrieval
accuracy. Our Monte Carlo analysis is the first to account for the full range of uncertainties
involved in RI retrievals from optical measurements on mobility-selected aerosol. We also
report the first experimental validation of predictive RI mixing rules for non-aqueous intern-
ally mixed light absorbing aerosols by comparing mixing rule predictions with measure-
ments for aerosol composed of internal mixtures of ammonium sulfate and nigrosin. The
commonplace volume fraction mixing rule fails to predict refractive indices accurately and
mixing rules with a physical basis must be used.
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1. Introduction

Refractive index (RI, m) is an intrinsic microphysical
property related to the density, molecular weight and
polarizability of a substance (Liu and Daum 2008).
The RI is a complex quantity with m¼ n þ ki, in
which n is the real component of RI describing the
phase velocity of light in matter and k is the imagin-
ary RI component characterizing light absorption. In
aerosol science, accurate measurements of aerosol RI
during chemical reactions (De Haan et al. 2017;
Sumlin et al. 2017; Flores et al. 2014; Nakayama et al.
2013), the uptake of water in response to increases in
humidity (Cotterell et al. 2017; Cai et al. 2014; Tang
et al. 1997) and changes in mixing state (Cai et al.
2016; Liu and Daum 2008) allow for determination of
important physiochemical parameters such as reaction

rates and changes in chemical composition.
Importantly, supersaturated states that are inaccessible
in bulk solutions are accessed routinely in aerosols
(Cai et al. 2016; Cotterell et al. 2015; Tang et al.
1997). Furthermore, reactions are often accelerated in
aerosols compared to bulk solution analogs (Banerjee
and Zare 2015; Lee et al. 2013, 2015), while aerosol
reactions may produce entirely different products
compared to those in bulk solution (Banerjee et al.
2017). These unique aerosol properties necessitate dir-
ect optical spectroscopy measurements on aerosol par-
ticles that facilitate the retrieval of aerosol RI rather
than relying on bulk sample measurements.

Besides being a key microphysical property, aerosol
RI is important in atmospheric optics. Provided with
additional information on the aerosol shape and size
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distribution, RI is used to calculate the extensive
optical properties that govern aerosol-light interactions.
Specifically, the extinction cross section (rext) quantifies
the fractional power removed from incident light by a
particle and is the sum of the scattering (rsca) and
absorption (rabs) cross sections. Quantifying the parti-
tioning of rext into rsca and rabs is crucial in determin-
ing whether atmospheric aerosol has a net negative or
positive radiative forcing impact (Haywood and Shine
1995). Indeed, the radiative forcing impact for aerosols
remains among the largest uncertainties in climate
models (Alexander et al. 2013).

The calculation of cross sections from knowledge
of aerosol RI and particle size describes the forward
problem. Conversely, careful laboratory measurements
of one or a combination of cross sections for aerosols
of controlled size, shape and structure facilitate the
determination of RI using inverse retrieval methods
(Browne et al. 2019; Radney and Zangmeister 2018;
Cotterell et al. 2016; 2017; Bluvshtein et al. 2016;
Zarzana et al. 2012). Generally, these measurements
involve passing an aerosol ensemble through a differ-
ential mobility analyzer that selects particles based on
their electrical mobility, with mobility-selected aero-
sols then passed onto optical spectrometers for char-
acterizing the extinction, scattering or absorption
coefficient (a). From measurements of these attenu-
ation coefficients in addition to aerosol number con-
centrations (N), the associated optical cross sections
(r ¼ a=N) are calculated. As we discuss below, studies
often measure only rext using cavity ring-down spec-
troscopy (CRDS), but occasionally rsca or rabs are also
measured using nephelometry or photoacoustic spec-
troscopy (PAS), respectively. The n and k are then
retrieved by comparing these measured cross sections
to predictions from Mie theory.

It is commonplace in laboratory studies of aerosol
optical properties to retrieve n and k from CRDS-
measured rext for mobility-selected aerosols (Toole
et al. 2013; Washenfelder et al. 2013; Flores et al.
2012; Trainic et al. 2012; Zarzana et al. 2012;
Hasenkopf et al. 2010; Lang-Yona et al. 2009; Dinar
et al. 2008). However, Zarzana et al. (2014) show that
this approach retrieves n and, to a greater extent, k
with poor accuracies caused chiefly by the poor con-
straint on the relative fraction of rext attributed to
absorption. Therefore, recent years have seen
researchers use CRDS-measured rext in combination
with PAS-measured rabs to retrieve n and k for
laboratory aerosols (Radney and Zangmeister 2018;
Lambe et al. 2013; Nakayama et al. 2013; Lack et al.
2006). Only few studies (e.g., the work by Khalizov

et al. 2009; Xue et al. 2009) use a combined nephel-
ometry-CRDS approach to measure rsca and rext. The
drawback of the nephelometry-CRDS measurement
approach is that the light absorption fraction is often
small for many aerosols of interest and the similar
magnitudes of rext and rsca provide a highly uncertain
constraint on the light absorption fraction. Some stud-
ies have retrieved RI from nephelometry-measured
rsca and PAS-measured rabs (Sumlin et al. 2017).
However, CRDS-measured rext values are superior in
their accuracy and sensitivity compared to nephelome-
try-measured rsca because of the calibration-free, long
path length detection inherent to the CRDS technique in
addition to CRDS measuring the full impact of scattering
on light extinction without requiring assumptions on
truncation angles. Hence, it has become widely accepted
that a good approach to laboratory studies of aerosol
optical properties is to retrieve n and k from CRDS-meas-
ured rext in combination with PAS-measured rabs
(Browne et al. 2019; Radney and Zangmeister 2018;
Zarzana et al. 2014). However, further uncertainties
remain in other experimental parameters that continue
to degrade the retrieval accuracies. Chief among these
uncertainties are those in the size distribution of the
mobility-selected aerosol that consists of contributions at
multiple diameters arising from the quasi-Boltzmann dis-
tribution of charge on neutralized aerosol (Davies et al.
2018; Miles et al. 2010; Wiedensohler 1988). Mobility-
selection of aerosol using a differential mobility analyzer
(DMA) involves passing input aerosol through a neutral-
izer that imparts charge to aerosols before they pass
through an electrostatic column that selects particles on
their electrical mobility. The charge distribution imparted
to aerosols in the neutralizer results in transmission of
particles of different particle diameter, but the same elec-
trical mobility, through the DMA. Therefore, RI retrieval
algorithms need to account for multiple charging effects
when comparing measured cross sections to Mie theory
predictions.

The presence of multiply charged particles is not
accounted for rigorously in many studies that instead
use methods to suppress the fractional contribution of
multiply charged particles to the DMA-transmitted
aerosol sample (Toole et al. 2013; Zarzana et al. 2012;
Hasenkopf et al. 2010; Freedman et al. 2009).
Specifically, researchers configure the DMA to pass
mobility diameters much larger (often >500 nm) than
the median diameter of the input size distribution. At
these large particle sizes, the contribution of particles
containing more than one elementary charge represent
<1% of the aerosol number concentration. Other
studies remove multiply charged particles by passing
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mobility-selected aerosol through a mass selection
stage (Radney and Zangmeister 2018). Meanwhile,
Khalizov et al. (2009) and Xue et al. (2009) used a
tandem DMA approach that reduced, but did not
eliminate, the contribution of multiply charged par-
ticles. However, the addition of secondary mass-selec-
tion or mobility-selection stages leads to a reduction
in the aerosol number concentration passed to the
optical spectrometers, potentially degrading the sensi-
tivity of aerosol optical property measurements. Many
studies have avoided the use of size selection methods
and instead passed the full particle size distribution
from the generated aerosol to CRDS and PAS instru-
ments and the total particle size distribution is meas-
ured using a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS).
Indeed, Radney and Zangmeister (2018) provide a
summary of the studies that use this approach.
However, the authors also demonstrate that retrievals
of n and k from such full-distribution measurements
exhibited higher uncertainties compared to those
using aerosol where the particle size range was varied
controllably. Importantly, select research groups have
persisted with performing RI retrievals from mobility-
selected aerosol while rigorously accounting for the
presence of multiply charged particles in their retrieval
algorithms (Flores et al. 2012, 2014), although these
studies are largely restricted to retrievals from CRDS-
measured rext only. To our knowledge, only two pub-
lished studies have used combined rext and rabs meas-
urements (using CRDS and PAS, respectively) for
mobility-selected aerosol and rigorously accounted for
the presence of multiple charges. Lack et al. (2006)
measured values of rext and rabs for nigrosin aerosol
at a wavelength of 532 nm, corrected these cross sec-
tions for multiple charge effects using the method of
Hoppel (1978) and compared these corrected cross
sections to Mie theory predictions that used literature
RI values for nigrosin. The second study, by ourselves,
performed similar measurements but for wavelengths
of 405, 514 and 658 nm (Davies et al. 2018). We dem-
onstrated agreement between measured and predicted
cross sections at wavelengths that span the visible
spectrum to within 8%. Moreover, we verified that the
calibration of PAS instruments using ozone-laden gas
was an accurate approach for measurements at visible
wavelengths. To our knowledge, no study has assessed
comprehensively the sensitivity and accuracy of n and
k retrievals using combined CRDS-PAS measurements
for mobility-selected aerosols with a retrieval algo-
rithm fully accounting for the presence of multiply
charged particles.

This work used both CRDS and PAS in RI retriev-
als for mobility-selected aerosol at wavelengths of 405
and 658 nm. We report RI retrievals for ammonium
sulfate (a non-absorber) and nigrosin aerosol (a strong
light absorber) and compare our retrievals to previ-
ously reported values. Our measurements allow assess-
ments of the precision and sensitivity in our
retrievals; while Zarzana et al. (2014) discussed the
theoretical sensitivities of RI retrievals from extinc-
tion-only and extinction and absorption measure-
ments, we present the first assessment of RI retrieval
sensitivity and precision using measured data.
Moreover, we use a Monte Carlo error propagation
analysis to quantify our retrieval accuracies. We dem-
onstrate the utility of our retrieval technique to
address pertinent questions in aerosol science by com-
paring the n and k from predictive mixing rules with
measured values for internally mixed light absorbing
aerosol composed of ammonium sulfate and nigrosin.
To our knowledge, this is the first study testing pre-
dictive RI mixing rules for non-aqueous internally
mixed light absorbing aerosols.

2. Experimental and numerical methods

The following sections describe our experimental
methods (Sections 2.1–2.3), the retrieval of n and k
from measured rext and rabs for mobility selected
aerosols (Section 2.4) and the charge distribution
description used in the RI retrieval (Section 2.5).

2.1. Aerosol generation and conditioning

Figure 1a summarizes the methods used to generate,
condition and mobility-select aerosol. Aqueous stock
solutions were prepared containing the chemical sol-
ute of interest, with a solute concentration of 3 g L�1

dissolved in high-purity deionized water (VWR
Chemicals). The dissolved solute was composed of
water-soluble nigrosin dye (Sigma Aldrich, CAS num-
ber 8005-03-6, lot number MKBR1705V), ammonium
sulfate (Sigma Aldrich, CAS number 7783-20-2, purity
>99.0%), or a controlled mixture of both solutes. The
stock solution passed to the input of a constant out-
put atomizer (TSI 3076). A constant flow of high pur-
ity (99.999%) zero air from a gas cylinder with an
outlet pressure of 900 hPa generated aqueous aerosol
that passed through two indicating silica gel diffusion
driers (TOPAS DDU-570) that dried the aerosol sam-
ple to a relative humidity of <5%, as determined by a
humidity probe placed immediately after the second
drier. Both nigrosin, ammonium sulfate and their
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internal mixtures are known to equilibrate rapidly
with the surrounding relative humidity (for example,
see the growth factor measurements by Langridge
et al. (2013) that use a similar drying method).
Therefore, the aerosols after the diffusion driers are
expected to be completely dry. The dried aerosol sam-
ple passed to a particle electrostatic classifier (TSI
3082) via an inertial impactor with an orifice diameter
of 457 mm. The aerosol sample was charged using a
soft x-ray neutralizer (TSI 3088) before passing to a
DMA (TSI 3081). The DMA was operated with a
negative polarity and the sheath flow rate was set to
3.5 L min�1. The aerosol sample flow through the
DMA was checked using a flow meter (Alicat
Whisper). The sample flow rate was controlled to a
value in the range 0.32 – 0.36 L min�1, i.e. to a value
that maintained a 1:10 aerosol-to-sheath flow rate
ratio as recommended by the manufacturer, by draw-
ing a fraction of the pre-impactor sample through a
HEPA filter and mass flow controller (Alicat) to an
exhaust. The mass flow rate on this mass flow

controller was set at values in the range 0.00 - 0.32
standard L min�1.

The desired mobility diameter for singly charged
particles was set on the classifier, with the applied
voltage to the DMA electrode determined by a recent
manufacturer calibration. The DMA transmitted posi-
tively charged aerosols with the desired electrical
mobility. In measurements reported here, we chose
several values of mobility-selected diameter over the
range 120–340 nm. This particle diameter range was
chosen based on the theoretical work of Zarzana et al.
(2014) that demonstrated n and k retrievals for both
absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols are most sensi-
tive over this range. The mobility-selected aerosol
passed to one input of a ‘Y’ flow splitter in the config-
uration shown in Figure 1a. Dried and HEPA-filtered
laboratory air was drawn through the other input of
the ‘Y’ splitter to dilute the aerosol sample. The dilu-
tion flow rate was determined by the difference in
flow rates between that demanded at the output of the
‘Y’ splitter (i.e., the flow rate required by either a

Figure 1. (a) The experimental configuration for aerosol generation, conditioning and mobility-selection prior to measurements of
either the pre-DMA aerosol sample size distribution using a scanning mobility particle sizer configuration by passing the sample to
a CPC3776, or aerosol optical properties by passing the aerosol to our CRDS-PAS instruments. (b) The configuration used for spec-
troscopic measurements of aerosol extinction and absorption coefficients using CRDS and PAS, respectively. A CPC3010 sampled
aerosol from the exit port of the 658-nm PAS for measurements of aerosol number concentration.
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condensation particle counter or our CRDS-PAS
instruments) and the aerosol flow rate input to the
splitter from the DMA. The diluted aerosol sample
passed to either (i) a condensation particle counter
(CPC3776, TSI 3776) in a scanning mobility particle
sizer (SMPS) configuration, or (ii) the CRDS-PAS
instruments for measurement of the aerosol optical
properties. The SMPS provided important information
on the pre-DMA aerosol size distribution that is
needed in later calculations (see Section 2.4) of the
aerosol size distribution exiting the DMA; without an
additional classifier (using a tandem DMA approach),
it was not possible to measure directly the output size
distribution from our DMA and therefore we used the
pre-DMA aerosol size distribution in combination
with the classifier transfer function to calculate the
transmitted aerosol size distribution. In SMPS meas-
urements, the CPC3776 sampled using a flow rate of
0.3 L min�1 and the SMPS scans provided measure-
ments of the multiple charge and diffusion corrected
size distribution over the particle mobility diameter
range 12.6 – 763.5 nm. When the sample output from
the ‘Y’ splitter passed to our CRDS-PAS instruments,
the sample first passed through an activated carbon
honeycomb scrubber (Mast Carbon) to remove trace
gas species such as NOx and O3 that can contribute to
light absorption.

2.2. Measurements of extinction and absorption
cross section

The CRDS and PAS instruments used in this work
are contained within a single state-of-the-art instru-
ment designed to operate in both the laboratory
(Cotterell et al. 2019a; Davies et al. 2018) and aboard
the FAAM BAe-146 research aircraft for characteriz-
ing atmospheric aerosol (Peers, Francis, Abel, et al.
2019, Peers, Francis, Fox, et al. 2019; Szpek et al.
2020; Davies et al. 2019). We have described this
instrument thoroughly in previous work, with the
instrument consisting of four CRDS and five PAS
spectrometers operating at wavelengths of 405, 514
and 658 nm. We only used a selection of these spec-
trometers in measurements for this work, with Figure
1b showing an overview schematic of the spectroscopy
configuration used here. We have described the con-
struction, operation and performance of our CRDS
and PAS instruments in previous work (Cotterell
et al. 2019a; Davies et al. 2018); for completeness, we
have included complete descriptions of our CRDS and
PAS measurements and associated data processing for
determination of aerosol extinction and absorption

coefficient in Section S1 and S2 of the online supple-
mentary information (SI). Importantly, we used two
different PAS cell geometries. The 658-nm PAS used
the cell geometry reported by Lack et al. (2006) that
has since been adopted by numerous research groups
(Foster et al. 2019; Davies et al. 2018; Fischer and
Smith 2018; Bluvshtein et al. 2017). Meanwhile, the
405-nm PAS used an optimized cell geometry that we
reported recently (Cotterell et al. 2019c) and that was
designed using a finite element method modeling
framework (Cotterell et al. 2019b) to simulate the
acoustic responses for a range of photoacoustic cells.
After the common sample inlet to the CRDS-PAS
instrument, two automated valves controlled whether
the aerosol-laden sample passed through or bypassed
a HEPA filter. The automated control of passing fil-
tered sample through our spectrometers provided
regular background measurements needed for baseline
values of cavity ring-down time and photoacoustic
response (see Section S1 and S2) in the absence of
any light extinguishing aerosol. The sample then
passed to a ‘Y’ splitter (Brechtel) that distributed the
sample flow to two CRDS instruments operating at
wavelengths of 405 and 658 nm. After each CRDS
instrument, the sample passed in a serial flow config-
uration to a photoacoustic spectrometer operating at
the same wavelength. The sample flow through the
405-nm spectrometers was controlled by a mass flow
controller (Alicat MC Series) located after the 405-nm
PAS and was set at 1 L min�1. A condensation particle
counter (CPC3010, TSI 3010) operating with a flow
rate of 0.96 L min�1 controlled the sample flow
through the 658-nm spectrometers. The CPC3010

measured the particle number concentration that was
used in calculations of cross sections from the spec-
troscopy-measured attenuation coefficients.

2.3. Aerosol number concentration measurements

To measure rext and rabs at each mobility-selected
diameter, the measured extinction and absorption
coefficients were divided by the corresponding aerosol
number concentration for each spectrometer. The
aerosol number concentration in each spectrometer
was determined using measured number concentra-
tions from the CPC3010 located immediately after the
658-nm PAS instrument in combination with charac-
terized aerosol transmission coefficients for each spec-
trometer. Section S3 of the SI describes how we
calibrated the CPC3010, while Section S4 describes
how the measurement of number concentration at the
exhaust of the 658-nm PAS was corrected to account
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for differences in aerosol transmission through each
spectrometer.

2.4. Refractive index retrievals from cross sections
for mobility-selected aerosol

Mobility-selected aerosols were passed to our CRDS
and PAS spectrometers. For each measurement data
set, 12 values of mobility-selected diameter (Dselect)
were used over the range 120–340 nm in 20 nm inter-
vals. For each Dselect, the extinction and absorption
coefficients and particle number concentration were
recorded at 1Hz sampling frequencies for five
minutes. From these measurements, the aerosol num-
ber concentrations in each spectrometer were calcu-
lated using the methods described in Section 2.3, and
rext and rabs were calculated. The mean values and
associated standard deviations for rext and rabs were
calculated for each five minute period corresponding
to a mobility-selected diameter. The variation in the
mean cross sections with Dselect were then compared
with predicted cross sections for trial values of RI
and, by performing this comparison for a range of
trial refractive indices, the best fit values for n and k
were found. We now describe the model used to pre-
dict cross sections for a given value of Dselect before
describing how the measured and predicted cross sec-
tions were compared for the retrieval of n and k.

The output size distribution from the DMA
depends on the input particle size distribution, the
aerosol charge distribution, and the transfer function
for the DMA. The transfer function describes the
probability that a particle of a given diameter is trans-
mitted through the DMA. Our previous publication
describes how we calculated the DMA transfer func-
tion (Davies et al. 2018). Briefly, we used the equa-
tions of Stolzenburg (1988) to calculate the transfer
function that included the effects of diffusion broad-
ening. These equations require input values of Dselect,
the DMA geometry (length and radii of inner and
outer electrodes), and the sheath and aerosol flow
rates. This diffusion-corrected transfer function con-
sists of multiple transmission peaks that arise from
particles containing multiple units ne of elementary
charge but with similar electrical mobility. We calcu-
lated the transfer function for particles with up to six
units of positive elementary charge; we remind the
reader that our experiments used a negative DMA
electrode polarity that results in the transmission of
positively charged aerosol. We then multiplied this
transfer function by the probability distribution that a
particle of a given diameter contains ne charges. This

charging probability distribution depends on the per-
formance and type of neutralizer used (Tigges et al.
2015a). Our previous work used the Wiedensohler
(1988) parameterization for a radioactive neutralizer.
However, as discussed in Section 2.5, this work uses
an optimized charge distribution based on the Gunn
equation (Gunn 1955); this approach was motivated
by the fact we used a soft X-ray neutralizer in our
measurements. Figure S2a in the SI shows an example
transfer function calculated for Dselect ¼ 200 nm using
typical values for sheath and aerosol flow rate, includ-
ing corrections for both diffusion broadening and the
charging probability distribution.

To model the aerosol size distribution transmitted
through the classifier, we multiplied the diffusion- and
charge-corrected transfer function by the aerosol size
distribution input to the classifier. To characterize this
latter size distribution, we operated the classifier as
part of an SMPS (see Section 2.1). Four SMPS-meas-
ured size distributions were recorded for both before
and after CRDS-PAS measurements of mobility-
selected aerosols, with eight SMPS-measured size dis-
tributions recorded in total. We have previously
shown that the SMPS-measured size distributions
were stable over the data set measurement period for
nigrosin (Davies et al. 2018), while we find similar
stabilities in the measured size distribution for the
measurements performed for this work, although the
inertial impactor prior to the classifier required clean-
ing more regularly (every 15min) for ammonium sul-
fate aerosol. We therefore calculated the mean aerosol
size distribution for the data set by averaging over the
eight measured size distributions. We multiplied this
mean size distribution by the diffusion- and charge-
corrected transfer function, and normalized the subse-
quent distribution such that the total number concen-
tration is equal to one. Figure S2b (in the SI) shows
an example of the normalized model size distribution
transmitted through the DMA (denoted NN(D)) for
Dselect ¼ 200 nm, demonstrating the low contribution
of ne > 2 particles to the total number concentration.

To calculate the predicted values for extinction and
absorption cross section, we weight NN(D) by the
associated Mie cross section at each diameter.
Previous studies have shown that the morphologies of
aerosols composed of ammonium sulfate (AS), nigro-
sin or mixtures of both species are well approximated
by spherical particles (Radney and Zangmeister 2018;
Lack et al. 2006). Therefore, Mie theory is appropriate
for optical property calculations for the aerosols of
interest here. Figure S2c,e in the SI shows the particle
size dependence in the Mie rext at optical wavelengths
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of 405 and 658 nm, respectively, for AS aerosol.
Meanwhile, Figure S2d,f in the SI shows the fractional
extinction contribution at each diameter to the ensem-
ble-averaged extinction cross section for Dselect ¼
200 nm. This latter figure shows clearly the large con-
tribution of high-ne particles to the ensemble-mean
extinction, with ne ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 particles con-
tributing 17.7%, 37.5%, 27.2%, 10.9%, 5.4% and 1%,
respectively, to the total ensemble extinction in this
illustrative example. Thus, it is important to account
fully for highly charged particle contributions to cross
sections rather than applying simple corrections that
account for the presence of the ne ¼ 2, 3 particles
only that dominate the number particle distribution.
Therefore, to calculate the ensemble-average cross sec-
tions used in comparisons against measurements, we
evaluate the sum:

rmodel ¼
X
i

ri Dið ÞNN Dið Þ (1)

in which the summation is performed over each
diameter Di in the model size distribution, ri is the
Mie cross section, and rmodel denotes the ensemble-
average cross section. The RI was retrieved by com-
paring the measured rext and rabs for mobility-
selected data sets with predicted values, trialing a
range of values for n and k in model calculations of
rmodel. Typically, n was varied over the range
1.35–2.00 in 0.001 intervals and k over the range 0.00
to 0.40 in 0.001 intervals. In comparing measured and
model cross sections, all parameter sets {n, k} were tri-
aled. For each {n, k} parameter set, the merit function
v2total was calculated using:

v2total ¼ v2ext þ v2abs (2)

with v2ext defined by:

v2ext ¼
1
N

X
i

rext, i � rmodel, ext, ið Þ2
�2ext, i

(3)

and v2abs defined by:

v2abs ¼
1
N

X
i

rabs, i � rmodel, abs, ið Þ2
�2abs, i

(4)

In these equations, rext,i and rabs,i are the mean meas-
ured ensemble-average extinction and absorption
cross sections for a given Dselect value, rmodel,ext,i and
rmodel,abs,i are the corresponding predicted cross sec-
tions, �ext, i and �abs, i are the associated standard devia-
tions in the measured cross sections, and N is the
number of mobility-selected diameters used in the
data set with N ¼ P

i: The best-fit RI corresponds to
the values of n and k that minimize v2total:

2.5. An optimized charge distribution for a soft
x-ray neutralizer

Aerosols are charged prior to the DMA by passing
through a bipolar neutralizer. The three main types of
neutralizer used are radioactive sources, soft x-ray
neutralizers, and electrical ionizers. Within the neu-
tralizer, gas molecules are ionized and the charged
ions diffuse to aerosol surfaces to impart charge.
These positive and negative ions have ion mobilities
Zþ and Z-, respectively, and number concentrations
cþ and c–. Aerosols may have multiple charges, with
the number of charges imparted to particles following
a Boltzmann-like distribution. A rigorous treatment of
aerosol charging was developed by Fuchs (1963).
However, the Fuchs equations cannot be solved ana-
lytically and require solving numerically. Most models
of radioactive neutralizer charge distributions use the
Wiedensohler (1988) parameterization that was devel-
oped by parameterizing the numerically calculated val-
ues of Fuchs charging probabilities, with the Fuchs
model taking input values of mean ion mobility meas-
ured for a radioactive neutralizer (Wiedensohler et al.
1986) and assuming cþ ¼ c–. Recently, Tigges et al.
(2015b) developed a similar parameterization for soft
x-ray neutralizers. The Wiedensohler or Tigges et al.
parameterisations only provide charging probabilities
for aerosols with charges q¼ 0, ±1e, ±2e, in which e is
the elementary charge. For higher charge states, the
Gunn approximation can be used (Gunn 1955):

f qð Þ ¼ effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p2e0DpkT

p exp �
q� 2pe0DpkT

e2 ln cþZþ
c�Z�

� �� �2

4pe0DpkT
e2

2
64

3
75
(5)

in which e0 is the vacuum permittivity, Dp is the aero-
sol physical diameter, k is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the absolute temperature.

Our previous work used the Wiedensohler param-
eterization to describe charge distributions for q/e¼ 0,
±1, ±2 and the Gunn formula to describe the charge
distribution for q/e ¼ ±3, ±4, ±5, ±6 (Davies et al.
2018). Using these descriptions of charge distribution,
we achieved good agreement between measured and
modeled cross sections (for both rext and rabs) for
mobility-selected aerosol charged using an electrical
neutralizer. However, we used a soft x-ray neutralizer
in experiments for the current work. Logically, our
initial approach to modeling the aerosol charge distri-
bution was to use the Tigges parameterization for an
x-ray source to describe q/e¼ 0, ±1, ±2 and the Gunn
formula for higher charge states, with the Gunn
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formula using cþ/c- ¼ 1.0 and Zþ/Z- ¼ 0.957 as rec-
ommended by Tigges et al. (2015b). However, our ini-
tial experiments demonstrated poor agreement
between measured and predicted cross sections that
was not reconciled by considerations of measurement
errors in extinction and absorption coefficients, num-
ber concentrations, systematic biases in the mobility-
selected diameters, or particle losses during the aero-
sol conditioning and spectroscopic measurement
stages. The principal difference between the experi-
mental methods for our previous and current work
was the use of different neutralizers and it was clear
that our description of the aerosol charge distribution
using the Tigges et al. parameterization for a soft x-
ray neutralizer was incorrect.

In Section S6, we use a single measurement data
set for rext at various Dselect values for an aerosol of
known RI (ammonium sulfate) to optimize the aerosol
charge distribution model. Briefly, we compared our
cross section measurements with model predictions
using the methodology described in Section 2.4, with
the charge distribution described by the Gunn equa-
tion (Equation (5)). We then optimize the ratio cþZþ/
c-Z- in the Gunn equation to minimize the figure of

merit v2ext: We find that the optimal cþZþ/c-Z- takes
different values for the two different spectroscopy
wavelengths, with values of 0.80 and 0.86 found for
separate optimisations of 405-nm and 658-nm data.
The reasons for differences in the optimal cþZþ/c-Z-
for the two spectroscopy wavelengths are discussed in
Section S6 of the SI. These reasons include the fact
that we do not recalculate the SMPS-measured size
distribution for a new value of cþZþ/c-Z-, in addition
to different size-dependent losses in the flow streams
for the two spectroscopy flow lines. While we recog-
nize that ammonium sulfate aerosols do not adopt a
true spherical shape, we find no evidence that particle
shape is responsible for the differences in cþZþ/c-Z-
for the two spectroscopy wavelengths. Indeed, as we
will show in this work, the optimal cþZþ/c-Z- values
provided above provide for excellent closure in aerosol
optical properties for nigrosin aerosol that can be con-
sidered to have a spherical shape (Lack et al. 2006). In
summary, through our optimization procedure, we
have effectively calibrated for inaccurate representa-
tions of the particle size; we note that previous studies
have performed calibrations of extinction data to
account for sizing inaccuracies (Toole et al. 2013). In

Figure 2. Comparison of measured rext and rabs with model values using the literature RI for (a),(b) AS (Toon et al. 1976), and
(c),(d) nigrosin (Bluvshtein et al. 2017). Measurements are shown for both spectroscopy wavelengths of 405 and 658 nm. Vertical
error bars represent one standard deviation in the measured cross sections. Lines between model cross section values are to guide
the eye only.
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all RI retrievals below, we use the aforementioned
optimal values for cþZþ/c-Z- determined for each
spectroscopy wavelength.

3. Refractive index retrievals from measured
extinction and absorption cross sections

Here, we report measurements of rext and rabs and
associated RI retrievals for both non-absorbing
(ammonium sulfate, AS) and strongly absorbing
(nigrosin) aerosols. We assess the sensitivity and pre-
cision of our RI retrievals before reporting retrievals
for internally mixed AS-nigrosin aerosols that allow
validations of RI mixing rules. We defer an assess-
ment of RI retrieval accuracy to Section 4.

3.1. Ammonium sulfate (non-absorber)

Ammonium sulfate does not absorb light at visible
wavelengths and PAS measurements should show no
response when the PAS cell is occupied by AS aerosol.

Therefore, optical measurements for AS aerosol facili-
tate assessments of the sensitivities in absorption coef-
ficient (aabs), single scattering albedo (SSA) and the
imaginary RI. The AS data sets discussed in this sec-
tion are different to that used to calibrate for the
aerosol charge distribution. For a representative AS
data set, Figure 2a,b demonstrates good agreement
between measured cross sections with predicted values
that use the literature refractive indices reported by
Toon et al. (1976) (n405 ¼ 1.540, n658 ¼ 1.525 and
k405 ¼ k658 ¼ 10�7). We note that this agreement is
expected given that we calibrated our aerosol charge
distribution such that predicted and measured values
of rext agreed for an AS calibration data set, but we
test our optical measurements for an entirely different
aerosol type (light absorbing nigrosin) in the next sec-
tion. For all five AS data sets, Figure 3a,b compares
the measured and predicted rext at 405 and 658 nm
wavelengths respectively; again, the predicted cross
sections use the literature refractive indices reported
by Toon et al. (1976). The level of agreement between

Figure 3. The comparison of the measured and predicted rext for five data sets of mobility-selected AS aerosol at optical wave-
lengths of (a) 405 nm, and (b) 658 nm. Error bars represent one standard deviation in the measured rext. Model predictions used
the literature RI for AS provided by Toon et al. (1976). The dashed line represents the perfect case of a 1:1 ratio between meas-
ured and predicted rext. For each wavelength, the slope from a linear regression of the measured versus model cross sections is
labeled, with this regression forced through the origin.
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the measured and predicted rext is quantified from
the slopes of a linear regression of the measured ver-
sus predicted rext data, with the regression forced
through the origin. These slopes were determined to
be 0.972 ± 0.011 for k¼ 405 nm and 0.964 ± 0.008 for
k¼ 658 nm, indicating low levels of bias in the range
3–4% for measured rext. This assessment of measure-
ment bias assumes that the n values provided by
Toon et al. (1976) for AS are correct which, as we dis-
cuss further below, is in agreement with other litera-
ture values to within ±0.005.

For the same example data set shown in Figure 2 for
AS, Figure 4 shows the variation in the five-minute
mean measurements of aabs with Dselect at the 405 and
658 nm wavelengths. The mean aabs sensitivity charac-
terized from the average standard deviation in aabs for
all five AS data sets is 1.02 and 3.23Mm�1 for measure-
ments using the 405-nm and 658-nm PAS cells, respect-
ively. The better sensitivity at the 405 nm wavelength
arises partly because these measurements used an opti-
mized PAS cell that suppressed the detection of laser
interactions with the cell windows (Cotterell et al.
2019c), while the 658-nm measurements used a com-
mon aerosol PAS cell geometry (Lack et al. 2012).
Figure S5 in the SI shows the temporal variation in raw

absorption coefficients at 405 and 658 nm for a repre-
sentative AS data set. In (Figure S5 in the SI), the raw
absorption coefficient is not background-corrected for
the detection of laser-window interactions. The 405-nm
absorption (using our optimized cell) is near-zero as
expected, while the 658-nm measurements (using the
Lack cell) have a large systematic offset in the absorp-
tion coefficient of �70Mm�1 associated with the sensi-
tivity of the Lack cell to laser-window interactions. The
signal-to-noise ratio in the microphone response is
approximately invariant with signal amplitude.
However, when we perform a background subtraction
to our measured absorption by subtracting the response
when the cell is devoid of any aerosol sample or light
absorbing gases, the noise level is not scaled. Therefore,
after background subtraction, the signal-to-noise ratio
in the 658-nm aabs is approximately three times worse
than that in the 405-nm channel. These measurements
highlight the importance of using optimal geometry
PAS cells to suppress the photoacoustic background for
sensitive measurements of aerosol absorption.

We now report RI retrievals for AS, assess the
retrieval precision and compare the retrieved values to
those in the literature. For each AS data set, we
retrieved n and k using the procedure described in

Figure 4. For the same exemplar data set presented in Figure 2 for AS, the variation in the mean absorption coefficient over five-
minute sampling for 12 values of Dselect. Data are shown for measurements by either (a) the 405-nm PAS, or (b) the 658-nm PAS.
The 405-nm measurements used an optimized cell designed to suppress the detection of laser-window interactions while the 658-
nm measurements used the cell design reported by Lack et al. (2006). Error bars represent one standard deviation in the
mean aabs.
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Sect. 2.4. For a representative AS data set measured at
the 658 nm wavelength, Figure S6 in the SI shows the
variation in the merit functions v2ext, v2abs and v2total
from fitting the extinction only, absorption only, and
extinction and absorption, respectively. This figure
clearly demonstrates that k (>0.005) is retrieved
incorrectly when fitting rext only, while the retrieved
n is poorly constrained when fitting rabs only.
However, the retrieval of n and k are both well con-
strained when fitting both rext and rabs together. This
reinforces the conclusion of Zarzana et al. (2014) that
the addition of an absorption measurement reduces
the retrieval uncertainty.

Figure 5 shows the mean and standard deviation in
the retrieved n and k, as determined from all five AS
data sets. For n, we retrieve values of n405 ¼
1.550 ± 0.033 and n658 ¼ 1.521 ± 0.004, with the uncer-
tainty representing the standard deviation in the n
retrieved from each of the five AS data sets. The
larger standard deviation in n405 is likely associated
with the larger uncertainty in the number concentra-
tion N405 caused by the reliance on transmission fac-
tors to convert number concentrations measured by

the CPC on the exhaust of the 658-nm PAS channel.
Subtle variations in operating conditions (e.g., small
changes in the relative flow rates of sample pulled
through the 405-nm and 658-nm channels) will affect
the value of T405. Moreover, the uncertainty in the
ring-down time was 15% lower for the 658-nm CRDS
measurements, with relative uncertainties Ds/s meas-
ured as 1.91� 10�3 and 1.63� 10�3 at the 405 and
658 nm wavelengths, respectively.

Figure 5 also shows several literature RI values for
AS. The Cauchy equation describes the wavelength
dependence in n for non-absorbing inorganic species
over the visible spectrum (Cotterell et al. 2017):

n ¼ n0 þ n1
k0
k

� �2

� 1

" #
(6)

in which n0 is the RI at reference wavelength k0 and
n1 is a dispersion coefficient. We fit the Cauchy equa-
tion to the literature values plotted in Figure 5. In fit-
ting Equation (6), we set k0 to the mid-range
wavelength of 550 nm and used a least-squares algo-
rithm to fit n0 and n1, with the best-fit coefficients
taking values n0 ¼ 1.5229 and n1 ¼ 0.0183. Within

Figure 5. For mobility-selected AS aerosol, our retrieved n and k at 405 and 658 nm wavelengths (red circles) compared to reported
values from eight separate literature studies. Literature values include those from Toon et al. (1976), Seinfeld and Pandis (2006)
(denoted as ‘Weast 1987’ in the figure legend), Abo Riziq et al. (2007), Lang-Yona et al. (2009), Freedman et al. (2009), Flores et al.
(2012), Bluvshtein et al. (2012) and Radney and Zangmeister (2018). The Cauchy curve in (a) represents the best fit of the Cauchy
equation to the literature values for n. The inset in (b) provides an expanded portion of the data to show the uncertainties in our
retrieved k values. Vertical error bars for literature data represent the reported uncertainties (when available) in the retrieved values.
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measurement uncertainty, our retrieved n values agree
well with the best-fit Cauchy curve. Compared to the
Cauchy fit, our retrieved n405 is larger by 0.012 and
our retrieved n658 larger by 0.004.

For k, we retrieve values of k405 ¼ 0.000 ± 0.000 and
k658 ¼ 0.001 ± 0.001, with the uncertainty representing
the standard deviation in k retrieved from each of the
five AS data sets. These values are in agreement with
AS being a non-absorbing aerosol. The mean value of
k568 ¼ 0.001 might imply small absorption by AS, but
this is not the case. Instead, this inaccuracy arises from
our choice of varying k by 0.001 in our grid search
retrieval algorithm. Future retrievals could use a grid
search algorithm with step sizes that vary with the mag-
nitude of k from an initial cycle of fitting. The precision
in k405 is better than k658, a consequence of the reduced
noise in the 405-nm PAS measurements of aabs that use
the optimized photoacoustic cell. As we show in Section
4.2, the retrieved k is sensitive to errors in the measured
absorption coefficient while the retrieved n has very lit-
tle dependence on absorption biases. Meanwhile, both
n and k are highly sensitive to the measured number
particle concentration. In the present case, the

absorption by ammonium sulfate at the 405 nm wave-
length is measured more precisely and accurately com-
pared to that measured at 658 nm. This absorption
uncertainty governs that in the retrieved k, while the
retrieved n uncertainty is governed mostly by that in
the measured aerosol number concentration which, as
we have examined above, is greater for the 405 nm
wavelength owing to the CPC location immediately
after the 658-nm PAS instrument. Importantly, Figure
5b compares our retrieved values of k with the limited
retrieval values reported by other spectroscopy studies,
which only used extinction-only methods (Bluvshtein
et al. 2012; Flores et al. 2012; Lang-Yona et al. 2009).
Figure 5b demonstrates clearly the superior precision in
our k retrieval that uses extinction and absorption
measurements.

The agreement between our retrieved n and litera-
ture values is expected given that we calibrated our
aerosol charge distribution such that model and meas-
ured values of rext agreed for an AS calibration data
set. However, the validity of our optimized cþZþ/c–Z–
ratios would be vindicated if excellent optical closure
was maintained for an entirely different benchmark

Figure 6. For five data sets of mobility-selected nigrosin aerosol, comparison of the measured and predicted values for rext at
wavelengths of (a) 405 nm and (b) 658 nm, and for rabs at wavelengths of (c) 405 nm and (d) 658 nm. Error bars represent one
standard deviation in the measured cross sections. Model predictions used the literature refractive indices for nigrosin from
Bluvshtein et al. (2017). The dashed line represents the perfect case of a 1:1 ratio between measured and predicted cross sections.
The slopes in linear regressions of the measured versus model cross sections are labeled, with this regression forced through
the origin.
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aerosol system, such as a light absorbing organic spe-
cies, and if closure also held in the PAS-measured
absorption. Thus, we now report spectroscopic meas-
urements for mobility-selected nigrosin aerosol.

3.2. Nigrosin (strong absorber)

Figure 2c,d demonstrates agreement between meas-
ured and predicted cross sections at 405 and 658 nm
wavelengths, respectively, for a representative nigrosin
data set. Here, predicted cross sections use literature
refractive indices provided by Bluvshtein et al. (2017).
For all five nigrosin data sets recorded, Figure 6 com-
pares directly the measured rext and rabs with pre-
dicted values at 405 and 658 nm wavelengths; again,
the predicted cross sections use the literature refract-
ive indices reported by Bluvshtein et al. (2017). From
linear regressions to the measured versus predicted
cross sections, with the regression forced through the
origin, the slopes for rext are 0.998 ± 0.008 and
1.002 ± 0.008 at 405 and 658 nm wavelengths respect-
ively, indicating very low levels of bias (� ±0.2%). For

rabs, these slopes are 1.036 ± 0.008 and 0.990 ± 0.007 at
405 and 658 nm wavelengths respectively, indicating
low levels of bias in the range 1–4%. These low levels
of measurement bias are consistent with our measure-
ments reported previously for nigrosin (Davies et al.
2018), further vindicating the use of ozone as a cali-
brant of aerosol photoacoustic spectrometers at visible
wavelengths. We highlight that we have reported pre-
viously that ozone calibrations must be performed in
a bath gas composed of air for correct calibration of
photoacoustic spectrometers at short visible wave-
lengths, rather than using bath gases of pure N2 or O2

(Cotterell et al. 2019a). The aforementioned assess-
ment of measurement bias assumes that the nigrosin
RI values provided by Bluvshtein et al. are correct and
we discuss below the uncertainties in the intrinsic
optical properties of nigrosin associated with potential
variability in the composition of nigrosin dye between
manufacturers.

We retrieved the RI from each of the five nigrosin
data sets using the procedure described in Section 2.4.
These retrievals further facilitate our assessments of

Figure 7. For mobility-selected nigrosin aerosol, our retrieved n and k at 405 and 658 nm wavelengths (red circles) compared to
values reported in the literature. Literature values include those from Lack et al. (2006), Dinar et al. (2008), Lang-Yona et al. (2009),
Hasenkopf et al. (2010), Flores et al. (2012), Washenfelder et al. (2013), and Bluvshtein et al. (2017). Vertical error bars represent
the reported uncertainties (where provided) in the literature values. The gray envelope represents the uncertainty in the spectro-
scopic ellipsometry retrievals reported by Bluvshtein et al. (2017).
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RI retrieval precision. For a representative data set
measured at the 658 nm wavelength, Figure S7 shows
the dependence of the merit functions v2ext, v2abs and
v2total on n and k. This figure shows clearly that k is
constrained poorly when minimizing v2ext only, the
retrieved n is poorly constrained when minimizing
v2abs only, while the retrieval of n and k are both well
constrained when minimizing v2total: These observa-
tions reinforce the conclusion of Zarzana et al. (2014)
that extinction-only retrievals cannot retrieve n or k
precisely, while the addition of an absorption meas-
urement improves the retrieval precision.

We retrieved mean RI values of n405 ¼ 1.610 ± 0.051,
k405 ¼ 0.163 ± 0.012, n658 ¼ 1.782 ± 0.012 and k658 ¼
0.236 ± 0.010 and these values are plotted on Figure 7.
As found for our AS retrievals, the n658 precision is bet-
ter than that for n405, associated with the CPC sampling
directly from the exhaust of the 658-nm PAS channel
and a 15% lower uncertainty in the 658-nm ring-down
times compared to those measured for the 405-nm
CRDS. The precisions in the retrieved k405 and k658 are
similar for nigrosin aerosol. Figure 7 compares our
retrieved n and k with literature values. All literature
values in Figure 7, except those reported by Bluvshtein
et al, were retrieved from extinction-only measure-
ments. The spread in past literature retrievals measured

at the same wavelength (i.e., at k¼ 532 nm) far exceeds
the precision in our RI retrievals. Importantly, the pre-
cision in our k retrievals is better than the typical uncer-
tainties in k reported by extinction-only retrievals, in
agreement with the expectation that including an
absorption measurement constrains the RI retrieval
precision and accuracy, particularly for k.

Bluvshtein et al. (2017) measured the n and k for
thin films of nigrosin using spectroscopic ellipsometry
over the wavelength range 300–800 nm, with their val-
ues included in Figure 7. The summed precision and
accuracy in the nigrosin refractive indices measured
by Bluvshtein et al. are �0.4% for n and �5% for k. If
we assume the Bluvshtein et al. RI values to be the
true values, we can infer the accuracy in our own n
and k retrievals. In this way, our RI values differ from
the Bluvshtein values by �0.014 (-0.9%), �0.029
(�1.6%), þ0.009 (5.8%) and �0.011 (-4.5%) for n405,
n658, k405 and k658, respectively. However, within the
uncertainty of our measurements and those of
Bluvshtein et al., all refractive indices agree. This
assessment of our RI retrieval accuracy is inappropri-
ate as the optical properties of nigrosin are thought to
differ between products from different manufacturers,
or indeed between batches from the same manufac-
turer or for differences in particle generation

Figure 8. The variation in n and k at 405 and 658 nm wavelengths with wnig for aerosols composed of an internal mixture of AS
and nigrosin. Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation in the retrieved values. The black points represent RI values
reported by Radney and Zangmeister (2018) at a 660 nm wavelength. Solid lines represent molar refraction mixing rule predictions
for n (incorporating aerosol effective density variations reported by Radney and Zangmeister [2018]). Note that the molar refraction
mixing rule is shown in the upper plot only, while the mass mixing rule is shown in the lower plot only.
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conditions (Bluvshtein et al. 2017; Sedlacek and Lee
2007). Nonetheless, we note that both our work and
that of Bluvshtein et al. (2017) use water soluble
nigrosin produced by Sigma-Aldrich, while the extent
of any variation in nigrosin optical properties between
manufacturers and batches is not known. Although
the good agreement between our RI retrievals with
the Bluvshtein values is encouraging, Section 4 reports
a rigorous assessment of our retrieval accuracy.

3.3. Refractive indices for internally mixed light
absorbing aerosols

A key motivation for measuring aerosol RI is to pro-
vide insights into chemical composition. For example,
Lambe et al. (2013) and Nakayama et al. (2013) use
CRDS and PAS to probe changes in the n and k for
secondary organic aerosol with changes in oxidation
state. This section reports RI measurements for
internally mixed light absorbing aerosols containing
known mass fractions of AS and nigrosin. We demon-
strate that n and k are measured sensitively with
changes in particle composition and we use these
measurements to challenge the validity of RI mixing
rules applied commonly to internally mixed absorb-
ing aerosols.

We measured the RI for aerosols composed of an
internal mixture of AS and nigrosin, with nigrosin
mass fractions (wnig) of 0.10, 0.24, 0.50 and 0.72. As
described in Section 2.1, aqueous solutions with a sol-
ute concentration of 3 g L�1 were atomized, and the
mass concentrations of AS and nigrosin in the aque-
ous solution were controlled such that the aforemen-
tioned wnig values were achieved in the atomized and
dried aerosols. For each wnig value, three measurement
data sets were recorded as described in Section 2.1
and the RI was retrieved for each data set. Figure 8
shows the mean n and k with variation in wnig, with
the figure also including the measured values reported
above for wnig ¼ 0.0 (pure AS) and wnig ¼ 1.0 (pure
nigrosin). Radney and Zangmeister tabulated RI val-
ues at a 660 nm wavelength for AS-nigrosin mixtures,
but the authors did not consider the underlying phys-
ical origin in the observed trends in n and k with wnig

(Radney and Zangmeister 2018). Figure 8 shows that
our 658-nm retrievals of n and k are in agreement
with those reported by Radney and Zangmeister at
the 660 nm wavelength.

We used our measured variations in RI to chal-
lenge common mixing rules. In the calculations below,
we assume that the AS-nigrosin aerosols are homoge-
neous. Indeed, we have no evidence that would

suggest that AS and nigrosin phase separate during
the rapid timescale on which the aerosols are dried (�
1 s), while we show that the RI variations are
described well by mixing rules that apply to homogen-
ous particles. Several studies have rigorously chal-
lenged mixing rules for the real RI for internally
mixed non-absorbing aerosols containing water sol-
uble components (Cai et al. 2016; Cotterell et al. 2015;
Liu and Daum 2008). However, little work has chal-
lenged mixing rules for internally mixed light absorb-
ing aerosols, although we highlight previous work by
Abo Riziq et al. (2007) who studied the mixing of AS
with Rhodamine 590 dye using an extinction-only
retrieval method. Common RI mixing rules include
the linear volume fraction and mass fraction mixing
rules. We recognize that other effective medium
approximations have been developed, such as the
Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule, that are sometimes
applied in models of aerosol optical properties (Abo
Riziq et al. 2007). These effective medium approxima-
tions often have their own limitations. For example,
the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule is strictly valid only
for small volume fractions of an inclusion within a
mixture, while our measurements probed mixtures
over a complete mixing range and wnig values ranged
from wnig ¼ 0 to wnig ¼ 1. Moreover, the Maxwell-
Garnett and Bruggeman mixing rules use a volume
fraction weighting of contributions to the dielectric
constant or conductivity, respectively, from each
chemical component and ignore the influence of non-
ideal chemical interactions between different compo-
nents on the effective particle density. As we show in
this work, accounting for such changes in the effective
particle density due to non-ideal chemical interactions
between the mixing species can be crucial in predict-
ing the real RI.

For the imaginary RI, Figure 8 shows that k varies
linearly with wnig and strongly indicates that a linear
mass fraction mixing rule is valid. Therefore, the
short-dashed line in Figure 8 represents the predicted
variation in effective imaginary RI (ke) using the mass
fraction mixing rule:

ke ¼
X
i

wiki ¼ wnigknig þ 1� wnigð ÞkAS (7)

in which the summation is over all i components of
the mixture, and wi and ki are the mass fraction and
imaginary RI of component i, respectively. Here, we
replace suffixes i with ‘AS’ for the ammonium sulfate
component and ‘nig’ for the nigrosin component.
Figure 8 shows the mass fraction mixing rule predic-
tion for ke in which we use our retrieved values for
kAS and knig from Section 3.1 and 3.2 as input values
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to Equation (7). The agreement between measured k
values and the mass fraction mixing rule is expected
as this mixing rule has an underlying physical basis.
The imaginary RI is connected to the bulk absorption
coefficient (aabs, bulk) through Equation (8), while
aabs, bulk is linearly proportional to the mass concentra-
tion ci of the absorbing species through the Beer-
Lambert law (with aabs ¼

P
i eici, in which ei is the

mass absorption coefficient for the absorbing species).

aabs, bulk ¼ 4pk
k

(8)

It is important to note that Equation (8) is strictly
valid for relating bulk absorption coefficients to k,
while aerosol absorption is a complex function of
both k and particle size that requires computation
using Mie theory for spherical particles. However, we
are not using Equation (8) to calculate the aerosol
absorption coefficient. Instead, we are recognizing that
the imaginary RI is an intrinsic material property and
thus k for an aerosol is the same as k for a bulk sam-
ple if the aerosol and the bulk sample have the same
chemical composition and phase. Crucially, k funda-
mentally depends on the material composition.
Therefore, we can model the dependence of k on the
bulk absorption coefficient using Equation (8), and
then use the Beer-Lambert law to describe how the
bulk absorption coefficient depends on the mass con-
centration of absorbing species, even though Equation
(8) is strictly valid only for bulk samples. For the real
RI, Figure 8 shows that the measured n is highly non-
linear with variation in nigrosin mass fraction and
thus a mass fraction mixing rule is a poor predictor
for ne. Moreover, we find that the volume fraction
mixing rule (assuming pure component densities, see
below) gives similarly poor predictions for ne.
Therefore, the volume fraction mixing rule is a poor
predictor, in agreement with previous studies (albeit
on non-absorbing aerosols) that demonstrate that the
mass and volume mixing rules are poor predictors for
ne (Cai et al. 2016; Cotterell et al. 2015; Liu and
Daum 2008). Instead, the Lorentz-Lorenz equation
describes the fundamental connection between n and
molecular polarizability, effective density and molecu-
lar weight. Therefore, a ne mixing rule that is self-con-
sistent with the Lorentz-Lorenz relation is required
that accounts for the variation in the effective density
qe and molecular weight with particle mixing state.
The mole fraction (xi) weighting of molar refraction
(the so-called molar refraction mixing rule) is self-con-
sistent with the Lorentz-Lorenz relation and is given
by (Liu and Daum 2008):

Re ¼
X
i

xiRi ¼ xnigRnig þ 1� xnigð ÞRAS (9)

with the molar refraction R related to n via:

R ¼ n2 � 1
n2 þ 2

� �
M
q

(10)

in which M is the molecular weight and q is the dens-
ity. Calculations of mole fractions and pure compo-
nent molar refractions are straightforward. To convert
the predicted effective molar refractive Re from
Equation (9) to ne, we need to describe the variations
in the molecular weight (Me) and effective density
(qe) with particle composition. From conservation of
mass, Me is given by:

Me ¼
X
i

xiMi ¼ xnigMnig þ 1� xnigð ÞMAS (11)

Meanwhile, Radney and Zangmeister (2018) measured
the qe for mixed AS-nigrosin aerosols for wnig values
of 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 using a DMA to control the
mobility diameter distribution and an aerosol particle
mass analyzer to measure the mass distribution. To
parameterize the measured variation in qe with wnig,
we used the same empirical parameterization method
recommended by Cai et al. (2016) who assessed the
accuracy of a range of empirical density parameterisa-
tions for approximately 70 organic compounds.
Therefore, we fit the polynomial:

qe ¼ aþ bw0:5
nig þ cwnig þ dw1:5

nig (12)

in which a, b, c and d are polynomial coefficients.
Figure S8 in the SI shows the measured qe from
Radney and Zangmeister with variation in w0:5

nig and
the associated best fit of Equation (12), with best-fit
coefficients of a¼ 1.730 g cm�3, b¼ 2.144 g cm�3,
c¼ 4.1971 g cm�3 and d¼ 2.2981 g cm�3. Although
there are few data points to constrain the qe param-
eterization, the parameterized density captures the sig-
nificant drop in density at small wnig that, as we will
show, is important in predicting ne for internally
mixed AS-nigrosin aerosols. We now rationalize the
parameterized density variations for the AS-nigrosin
mixture. Generally, mixtures of two different chemical
species will often have non-ideal chemical interactions
that result in deviations in mixture densities from that
predicted by simple mass or volume additivity mixing
rules. Cai et al. (2016) provide an overview of the
impacts of non-ideal interactions on the non-linear
variations in density for mixtures of organic compo-
nents in aqueous aerosols, while Clegg and Wexler
(2011) assess the density variations for aqueous salt
droplets with the salt concentration. In its pure solid
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form, AS adopts an orthorhombic crystal structure at
room temperature that has a much higher packing
efficiency, and thus a higher density (1.77 g cm�3),
compared to that predicted by theoretical models for
the corresponding amorphous solid (e.g., density of
�1.5 g cm�3, as shown in Fig. 4(d) of Clegg and
Wexler [2011]). Upon internal mixing of AS with a
small concentration of nigrosin, the crystal packing is
disrupted by the large nigrosin molecules and the
density is reduced significantly from the crystalline
value for AS. There are large uncertainties in our par-
ameterized effective density variation shown in Figure
S8 owing to the very few measurements of the AS-
nigrosin mixture density reported in the literature.
Nonetheless, the parameterization captures a sharp
drop in particle density as nigrosin is added to the
particle, consistent with our expectations when con-
sidering the aforementioned impact of large organic
molecules on the crystalline packing of AS.

In calculations of ne using the molar refraction mixing
rule using the procedure described above, we used the
pure component nAS and nnig values determined in 3.1
and 3.2. To calculate the pure component molar refrac-
tivities RAS and Rnig, we used the known densities for AS
(1.77 g cm�3, Haynes [2015]) and nigrosin (1.50 g cm�3,
Radney and Zangmeister [2018]). We take molecular
weights of MAS ¼ 132 g mol�1 and Mnig ¼ 922 g mol�1,
although we note that the molecular weight of nigrosin is
highly uncertain with various values reported in the
range 753 – 1091 g mol�1 (Hasenkopf et al. 2010; Lack
et al. 2006) and we take a mid-range value. We highlight
that the exact values of the pure component molecular
weights are unimportant when calculating ne variations
in the mass fraction domain as the molecular weight
terms cancel. The solid lines in Figure 8 show our molar
refraction mixing rule predictions for ne at 405 and
658 nm wavelengths with variation in wnig, clearly dem-
onstrating good agreement with our measured RI values.
Importantly, the molar refraction mixing rule predicts
correctly a decrease in ne on addition of small nigrosin
concentrations to AS and this decrease is associated with
a reduction in particle density. Our measurements dem-
onstrate the strong relationship between ne and particle
density, with the latter quantity related in a non-linear
and non-ideal way to the particle composition, and ideal
mixing treatments of aerosol density fail to capture
important changes in qe with composition variation that
impact strongly on ne.

In the knowledge that our molar refraction mixing
rule, when combined with a correct description of qe,
accurately predicts ne for AS-nigrosin mixtures and
that we validated published wavelength-dependent RI

values for pure AS and nigrosin in Sections 3.1 and 3.2
respectively, we now calculate ne with variation in both
particle composition and wavelength. For these calcula-
tions, we used our Cauchy description of nAS over the
400 – 700 nm wavelength range (see Figure 5), and the
Bluvshtein et al. (2017) description of nnig over the same
wavelength range (see Figure 7). Similarly, we demon-
strated that the mass fraction mixing rule predicts accur-
ately ke for AS-nigrosin mixtures and we can calculate ke
with variation in both nigrosin mass fraction and wave-
length, using kAS ¼ 0 and the knig reported by Bluvshtein
et al. (2017). Figure S9 (in the SI) shows the calculated ne
and ke with variation in both wavelength and nigrosin
mass fraction and further highlights the non-linear and
non-monotonic nature of ne variations in the two
important domains of wavelength and particle compos-
ition. Given the use of mixing rules in relating aerosol
optical properties to chemical composition and in pre-
dicting aerosol radiative impacts (Erlick et al. 2011), it is
important that researchers use accurate mixing rules for
predicting refractive indices. The work presented here
demonstrates that the common volume fraction mixing
rule fails to describe refractive indices accurately for
internally mixed light absorbing aerosols. We highlight
that the RI of AS is often used in radiative forcing calcu-
lations for marine aerosol and we have shown here that
only small concentrations of impurities are needed to
reduce ne significantly for AS-containing aerosols, a phe-
nomenon that is not captured by the volume fraction
mixing rule. More assessments are needed to ascertain
what mixing rules and optical interaction models are
most appropriate for a given aerosol composition and
structure. For example, the mixing rules assessed here
assume that the particles are homogeneously internally
mixed, as expected to be achieved in our measurements
based on the high water solubility of both AS and nigro-
sin. However, other components of aerosols of great
importance to atmospheric optics, such as black carbon,
are insoluble in water and the mixing of chemical species
with black carbon is often highly inhomogeneous (e.g.,
see Fig. 4 of Li et al. 2016). Indeed, while RI mixing is an
important consideration, so is the judicious choice of the
optical scattering-absorption model (e.g., Mie Theory,
Core-Shell Mie Theory, Core Gray Shell model, T-
Matrix, etc., see Kahnert and Kanngießer (2020)).

4. Accuracy of refractive index retrievals from
measured extinction and absorption
cross sections

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 assessed the precision and sensi-
tivity in our RI retrievals. While it was encouraging
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that our retrieved n and k for AS or nigrosin aerosols
agreed well with literature values, this section provides
a rigorous assessment of the how measurement biases
affect the RI retrieval accuracy.

Miles et al. (2010) assessed the sensitivity in
retrieved n from extinction-only measurements for
mobility-selected non-absorbing aerosols, considering
a range of measurement biases including those in the
relative fraction of the CRDS optical path occupied by
aerosol (see Section S1), aerosol number concentra-
tions, size distribution and corrections for multiply
charged particles. For RI retrievals from rext and rabs
for mobility-selected non-absorbing or absorbing
aerosols, Zarzana et al. (2014) used a Monte Carlo
analysis to assess the accuracy in n and k arising from
systematic errors of ±5% in the measured aext, aabs
and in a correction constant to account for the pres-
ence of doubly charged particles only. Zarzana et al.
(2014) acknowledge that their accuracy assessments
were best-case scenarios, with several error sources,
including those in the CPC counting and size distri-
bution measurements, neglected. In particular, the
authors did not account correctly for the impact of
multiply charged particles; as we discussed in Section
2.4, particles with ne up to ne ¼ 6 impact significantly
on measured cross sections. Browne et al. (2019) also
performed a Monte Carlo analysis to determine the
accuracy in n and k retrievals from CRDS and PAS
measurements of rext and rabs, albeit for full distribu-
tion measurements that did not use any methods for
mobility or size selection. The authors considered nor-
mally distributed uncertainties in the measured aext,
aabs and size distribution with associated standard
deviations of ±4%, ±8% and ±10%, respectively, for
optical measurements at 405 and 532 nm wavelengths.
Here, we assess our RI retrieval accuracies, consider-
ing the complete range of measurement biases that
affect the retrieval for mobility-selected aerosol.
Section 4.2 presents an error sensitivity study that
assesses the impact of specific measurement biases on
the RI retrieval accuracy, then Section 4.3 reports the
likely retrieval accuracies arising from the combin-
ation of several measurement biases using a Monte
Carlo analysis. First, we discuss the sources and mag-
nitudes of bias in our measurements.

4.1. Sources and magnitudes of measurement bias

Our rext and rabs are calculated from measured
extinction and absorption coefficients and CPC-meas-
ured aerosol number concentrations. Meanwhile, our
model cross section predictions use a particle size

distribution for the mobility-selected aerosol that
depends on the aerosol charge distribution, the DMA
transfer function and the SMPS-measured size distri-
bution input to the DMA. Table 1 summarizes the
sources of bias in our RI retrievals. Other uncertain-
ties not included in Table 1, but expected to have a
negligible impact on the retrieval, are those in the
laser wavelength and in the measured ring-down time.
The uncertainties in the measured laser wavelengths
are ±1.0 nm. Meanwhile, errors in the ring-down time
may arise from the presence of gaseous absorbers,
although our measurements use zero air gas, a car-
bon-based scrubber to remove trace NO2 and O3, and
several stages of drying to remove water vapor.
Moreover, measurement of the particle-free ring-down
time (s0) before and after the mobility-selection time
intervals provides an effective correction for the
impact of gaseous absorbers if the gas absorber con-
centration remains constant over the data set meas-
urement period. We measured s0 to be invariant over
a given day, with fluctuations in s0 corresponding to
variation in the extinction coefficient by 3Mm�1 at
most. Section S11 describes how we used our own
measurements and published data to assign appropri-
ate bias magnitudes to each source of bias in Table 1.
Briefly, the CRDS-measured extinction coefficient
depends on the ratio (RL) of the cavity length occu-
pied by aerosol sample to the geometric length
between the two cavity mirrors and we find that RL

has a potential bias of up to 0.0173, corresponding to
a 1.5% bias. Both the CPC-measured number concen-
tration and the PAS-measured absorption have associ-
ated measurement biases of 5%, with the bias in
absorption coefficient arising mostly from the accur-
acy in the PAS calibration. The ratio cþZþ/c–Z– that
governs the aerosol charge distribution has different
biases associated with it depending on the spectros-
copy wavelength; we estimate biases in cþZþ/c–Z– of
0.08 and 0.02 at the 405 and 658 nm spectroscopy
wavelengths, respectively. The aerosol flow rate has an
associated bias of up to 10%, while the diameter in
SMPS-measured size distributions has an associated
uncertainty of 3.66%.

4.2. Sensitivity of refractive index retrievals to
measurement biases

We assessed the sensitivity of the retrieved n and k to
measurement biases for pure scattering (AS) or
strongly absorbing (nigrosin) aerosols. In this sensitiv-
ity analysis, we apply positive biases to measured
quantities. For each source of measurement bias, the
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associated bias magnitude was applied and the RI was
retrieved for a data set. This retrieval was repeated for
all five data sets recorded for a given aerosol species
and the mean RI values (denoted n0 and k0) for all
five data sets were calculated. We then calculated the
differences between these mean RI values and those
for the unperturbed (n and k) data sets using:

Dn ¼ �n0 � �n
Dk ¼ �k

0 � �k
(13)

Table 1 summarizes the calculated errors Dn and Dk
for each source of measurement bias. For AS, k is not
affected by sources of measurement bias as the
absorption cross section is consistently measured to
be near-zero (see Figure 4 for measurements of
absorption coefficient) such that k is constrained to
an accuracy better than 0.001, i.e., the step in k used
in our grid search retrieval. The accuracy in the
retrieved n is most sensitive to biases in cþZþ/c-Z and
NCPC, with associated Dn of 2.4% and 1.4% at the
405 nm wavelength. The impact of cþZþ/c-Z on Dn is
larger at the 405 nm wavelength due to the larger cor-
responding bias in cþZþ/c-Z. At both wavelengths, the
sensitivity in Dn to biases in the SMPS particle diam-
eter is �1%. The impact of uncertainty in RL on the
retrieval accuracy is very small, while changes in the
aerosol flow rate have no impact on the retrieval. For
nigrosin, biases in cþZþ/c-Z, the PAS calibration coef-
ficient and NCPC all have strong impacts on the
retrieved n and k. Notably, the 5% measurement bias
in the PAS calibration coefficient introduces an error
of �9% in the retrieved k at both wavelengths. Again,
the impact of bias in RL and aerosol flow rate have
very little impact on the retrieved RI.

4.3. Monte Carlo assessment of refractive index
retrieval accuracy

While our sensitivity analysis is useful in assessing
which sources of measurement bias impact most on
the RI retrieval accuracy, the overall retrieval accuracy
depends on the combination of measurement biases.
Here, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis that repeats
RI retrievals for hundreds of different combinations of
randomly distributed measurement biases. To ensure
we achieve a statistically representative combination of
errors for the most significant measurement biases
within the computational power we have available, we
ignore the impact of RL and aerosol flow rate uncer-
tainties that have only a small impact on the retrieval
accuracy. Furthermore, we performed our Monte
Carlo calculations on only single data sets for either
AS or nigrosin, choosing representative data sets forTa
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AS or nigrosin aerosol. There was no methodology
used to pick a representative data set, as our measure-
ment data sets all shown a high degree of consistency.
We retrieved the n and k for each data set with differ-
ent combinations of measurement bias for the PAS
calibration coefficient, aerosol number concentrations,
cþZþ/c-Z and the SMPS diameter. For a given
retrieval, the bias values for each of these four sources
were assigned randomly to a value in-between the
positive and negative values of the corresponding bias
magnitudes summarized in Table 1 (e.g., a value from
–5% to þ5% for the PAS calibration coefficient). We
repeated this retrieval for 200 combinations of ran-
domly combined biases. We chose to apply randomly-
distributed bias amplitudes because we do not have
accurate assessments of the probability distributions
for our measurement biases that would allow us to
represent our bias distributions with Gaussian distri-
butions. However, we note that similar Monte Carlo
analyses have chosen to normally distribute measure-
ment biases which subsequently reduce the range of
retrieved refractive indices significantly (Browne et al.
2019). Therefore, the true accuracies in our RI retriev-
als are likely better than the estimates we report.

Figures S11–S14 in the SI show the random bias
distributions applied to the PAS calibration coefficient,
aerosol number concentration, cþZþ/c-Z and the
SMPS diameter for each wavelength and for AS or
nigrosin data sets. Figure 9 summarizes the retrieved
distributions for n and k. As expected, the probability
distributions in the applied biases are random and
resemble a top hat distribution, while the retrieved n
and k are normally distributed. We fit the retrieved n
and k to normal distributions to determine the means
and standard deviations in these distributions, with
the standard deviations in n and k (dn and dk, respect-
ively) characterizing the accuracies in the retrieved
values. For n, we find that dn is <2% for AS and
<3% for nigrosin. The accuracy in k depends strongly
on the absorption strength. In the limit of no absorp-
tion, dk takes a value of 0.000 for AS. In the limit of
strong absorption, dk is �8% for nigrosin and is worse
than the 2% error in k estimated previously by
Zarzana et al. (2014) through a Monte Carlo analysis.
However, our analysis accounts for a more compre-
hensive range of errors than considered in previous
work. Moreover, we stress that our Monte Carlo esti-
mates for dn and dk are upper estimates as we describe
the measured biases using a random distribution,
while these biases are likely normally distributed.
Nonetheless, the accuracies in n and k are sufficient
to allow us to investigate variations in RI with

composition and wavelength, such as in our study for
internally mixed light absorbing aerosol reported in
Section 3.3.

5. Summary

This work investigated RI retrievals from CRDS and
PAS measurements on mobility-selected aerosol at
wavelengths of 405 and 658 nm. We reported RI
retrievals for AS aerosol (a non-absorber) and nigro-
sin aerosol (a strong light absorber) and find good
agreement between our retrievals with those reported
previously in the literature. We used our measure-
ments to assess the precision and sensitivity in our RI
retrievals. For non-absorbing AS, we measured n405
and n658 to a precision of 2.1% and 0.3%, respectively,
while k was retrieved to a precision of better than
0.001, i.e., to within the step size for k used in our
grid-search fit routine. For light-absorbing nigrosin,
we measured n405, n658, k405, and k658 to a precision
of 3.2%, 0.7%, 7.4%, and 4.2%, respectively. The better
precision in the 658-nm retrievals are associated with
reduced uncertainty in aerosol number concentrations
for the spectrometers at this wavelength (with the
CPC sampling directly from the exhaust of the 658-
nm PAS channel) and a 15% lower uncertainty in the
658-nm ring-down times compared to those measured
for the 405-nm CRDS. In addition, we used a Monte
Carlo error propagation analysis to quantify upper
limit values for our retrieval accuracies. This analysis
is the first to account for the full range of measure-
ment uncertainties involved in RI retrievals from
optical measurements on mobility-selected aerosol.
We assess that the accuracy in n is in the range 2–3%,
while the accuracy in k is strongly dependent on
absorption strength with an accuracy better than
0.001 for non-absorbing aerosol and better than 8%
for strongly absorbing (nigrosin) aerosols. We also
report the first experimental validation of predictive
RI mixing rules for non-aqueous internally mixed
light absorbing aerosols by comparing the n and k
from predictive mixing rules with measured values for
aerosol composed of an internal mixture of ammo-
nium sulfate and nigrosin dye. The variation in
imaginary RI with chemical composition is captured
by a mass fraction mixing rule, while the variation in
the real RI is correctly predicted by a molar refraction
mixing rule when combined with accurate values for
effective aerosol density. Meanwhile, the commonplace
volume fraction mixing rule fails to predict refractive
indices accurately for internally mixed light absorbing
aerosols and mixing rules with a physical basis must
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be used. We emphasize that the RI of AS is often
used in radiative forcing calculations for marine aero-
sol and we have shown here that only small concen-
trations of impurities are needed to reduce ne
significantly for AS-containing aerosols, a phenom-
enon that is not captured by a linear volume fraction
mixing rule. Finally, aerosol particles have variable,
and often highly complex, mixing states and struc-
tures. This work has validated mixing rules for well-
mixed homogeneous spherical particles and predicting

optical properties accurately for other aerosol particle
types will require different optical models and mix-
ing rules.
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